ABSTRACT

Objective Daily COVID-19 data reported by WHO may provide the basis for political ad hoc decisions including travel restrictions. Data reported by countries, however, are heterogeneous and metrics to evaluate its quality are scarce. In this work, we analysed COVID-19 case counts provided by WHO and developed tools to evaluate country-specific reporting behaviours.

Methods In this retrospective cross-sectional study, COVID-19 data reported daily to WHO from 3 January 2020 until 14 June 2021 were analysed. We proposed the concepts of binary reporting rate and relative reporting behaviour and performed descriptive analyses for all countries with these metrics. We developed a score to evaluate the consistency of incidence and binary reporting rates. Further, we performed spectral clustering of the binary reporting rate and relative reporting behaviour to identify salient patterns in these metrics.

Results Our final analysis included 222 countries and regions. Reporting scores varied between −0.17, indicating discrepancies between incidence and binary reporting rate, and 1.0 suggesting high consistency of these two metrics. Median reporting score for all countries was 0.71 (IQR 0.55–0.87). Descriptive analyses of the binary reporting rate and relative reporting behaviour showed constant reporting with a slight ‘weekend effect’ for most countries, while spectral clustering demonstrated that some countries had even more complex reporting patterns.

Conclusion The majority of countries reported COVID-19 cases when they did have cases to report. The identification of a slight ‘weekend effect’ suggests that COVID-19 case counts reported in the middle of the week may represent the best data basis for political ad hoc decisions. A few countries, however, showed unusual or highly irregular reporting that might require more careful interpretation. Our score system and cluster analyses might be applied by epidemiologists advising policy makers to consider country-specific reporting behaviours in political ad hoc decisions.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ This study used a new approach for analysing reporting behaviour of countries based on COVID-19 case count data submitted to WHO.

⇒ Our analyses, including the score system, are easy to replicate since no strong computational resources are required and only publicly available data and open-source software libraries were used.

⇒ Clustering and the score system developed are strong simplifications. False reporting or testing-related metrics (such as test positivity rate) are not considered by our self-developed score.

⇒ Further limitations such as different case detection definitions, testing strategies, reporting practices or lag times by country as well as processing time by WHO or retrospective data corrections may also apply.

INTRODUCTION

The current COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated the urgency of a new international system for pandemic preparedness and response. Further, it stresses national health systems, governments, populations, economies and international health organisations to their limits and beyond.

According to the Independent Panel for Pandemic Preparedness and Response, ‘national responses by countries have been most effective where decision-making authority was clear and if there was capacity to coordinate efforts across actors […]’. Further, formal advisory structures with the ability to provide timely scientific advice as well as the willingness to act on those were necessary for a successful national COVID-19 management. It turned out that early implementation of these measures was crucial to ensure effectiveness. Beyond that, the worldwide spread of COVID-19 showed that the response to infectious diseases needs to be carried out across borders. In March 2020, the European Union (EU) closed its external and Schengen borders to decelerate the rapid spread of COVID-19. Later, travel restrictions were also implemented by many countries worldwide for the same purpose.
restrictions became more targeted by most countries. The EU, the UK, the USA and Germany, for instance, implemented ad hoc travel restrictions or recommendations for travel risk areas that were limited to areas or countries with increased risk of COVID-19 transmission and/or the occurrence of new variants of concern (VOC). These COVID-19 risk areas were updated regularly (eg, weekly) according to specific definitions that were adapted to the epidemic situation. In Germany, political stakeholders decided approximately every week which countries to add, to erase or to further observe for such a list of risk areas between June 2020 and May 2022. As a national public health institute, we were consulted by the German government to support these decisions. By our scientific mandate, we had the ambition that our advice should be as evidence based and data driven as possible. Global COVID-19 data were provided by institutions and organisations like the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), Our World in Data or WHO. We decided to use WHO data for our approach as they were updated most regularly, generated from official data sources and were supposed to be acceptable by most countries. The WHO headquarters curates and publicly shares (almost) daily data on the COVID-19 pandemic from its member states. The designation of COVID-19 travel risk areas required weekly ad hoc evaluations of epidemiological indicators including 7-day incidences (calculated from WHO case counts), the occurrence of VOC, qualitative parameters (eg, reports from public health institutes within the countries or personal communication) and others. Our work was motivated by the following three facts:

First, WHO data provided an important basis for political decisions, but analyses on characteristics of these data were scarce. Data quality of COVID-19 case counts from different sources has been criticised and discussed since the early phase of the pandemic. Unfortunately, systematic analyses of WHO data and tools for ad hoc analysis of country-specific reporting behaviours were lacking. Further, we noticed that some countries did not report any cases on certain days of the week. Thus, we wanted to analyse and understand COVID-19 case count data submitted to WHO as good as possible to optimise ad hoc interpretations of WHO data for political decision makers. In addition to the existing literature, this work provides an assessment and descriptive classification of WHO data including analyses on the reporting behaviour/characteristics. We did a cross-sectional observational study of case count data provided by WHO from January 2020 until June 2021. Based on these data, we described, characterised and analysed reporting properties and patterns by calculating reporting scores and performing spectral clustering analyses.

Second, it is well known that early implementation of COVID-19 measures was crucial to ensure effectiveness. Travel restrictions are heavy-handed measures for pandemic containment that turned out to be most challenging. They require real-time evaluation of the local epidemic situation, travel volumes and the epidemic situation in other countries. Thus, timeliness of data is crucial for political ad hoc decisions like travel restrictions. Scientific advisers need robust and timely shared data as well as prediction models to prevent epidemic policies from lagging behind fast-changing epidemic dynamics. On the regional or national level, real-time COVID-19 decision-making may be supported by statistical methods like nowcasting. Such nowcasting approaches mitigate reporting delays but usually require information on infection and reporting date, or use other secondary data. Unfortunately, the infection date, which is required for nowcasting, does not exist for WHO data. Additionally, inferential techniques may not be reliable enough for strong political measures as the closing of borders. We wanted to provide an easy tool that allows timely evaluations of COVID-19 reporting behaviour by country without applying prediction models, nowcasting or requiring manual reviews of time series of COVID-19 case counts reported to WHO for each country. We developed a reporting score to support interpretation of reporting behaviour for better informed ad hoc decision-making including implementation of travel restrictions.

Third, COVID-19 data were available for most, but not all countries. Successful pandemic management requires appropriate governance within countries as well as internationally coordinated actions. Such efforts are highly dependent on the willingness of countries to cooperate, share data and knowledge as well as centralising information. However, healthcare activities including international cooperativeness depend on the design of country’s health institutions. These may be affected by institutional influences including federalism, electoral competition, constitutional designs or political ideologies. Thus, this work should highlight the importance of an appropriate pandemic governance by all countries including publicly and timely shared data. We analysed WHO reporting behaviour of countries to investigate whether this demand was fulfilled by most WHO member states or not. Many countries implemented drastic public health measures including school closures, restrictions of mass gatherings, lockdowns, border measures, quarantine of travellers arriving from affected countries and many others to mitigate the spread of COVID-19. For the next rise of COVID-19 case counts and/or future pandemics, it is important to learn which of the public health measures implemented proved most effective. An increasing number of systematic reviews and meta-analyses have been published to address this important question. This work, however, focused on a methodological approach to improve understanding of data sources, reporting behaviour and obstacles to consider for better informed political ad hoc decisions. We did an observational cross-sectional study of COVID-19 case counts reported by the WHO headquarters from January 2020 until June 2021. We used these data to characterise, describe and analyse COVID-19 reporting properties and...
patterns by developing reporting scores and performing spectral clustering analyses.

**DATA AND METHODS**

**WHO data**

This is a retrospective observational cross-sectional study. In this work, we analysed COVID-19 data reported by 236 countries, territories or areas to WHO from 3 January 2020 until 14 June 2021. Data on case and death counts were used as provided by WHO on 14 June 2021. Data sets generated for this study and raw data used are available at our GitHub repository. WHO invites countries to use case definitions as provided by WHO. The first case definition for ‘human infection with novel coronavirus (nCoV)’ was published by WHO as interim guideline in January 2020. Subsequently, several updates of WHO COVID-19 case definitions have been released to adapt to the current evidence available.

Global data are compiled through WHO region-specific dashboards and/or aggregated count data reported to the WHO headquarters daily. More detailed information on data sources, definitions of new case and death counts can be found on the WHO COVID-19 dashboard (data sources). Briefly, countries report cumulative numbers of COVID-19 cases and deaths to WHO on a daily basis. National public health institutes or national ministries of health usually conduct this reporting. In Europe, a system called TESSy is used to report COVID-19 data by national public health institutes to ECDC. Subsequently, ECDC reports data to WHO. This process differs by country or region. Countries may report data stratified on the federal level. For the WHO headquarters, however, these data are available only aggregated to national level. WHO records the daily new infections and deaths of its member states and several metrics derived from these two numbers. One important metric is the 7-day incidence rate that is defined as the number of new cases or new deaths of the last 7 days per 100 000 inhabitants.

WHO reports the following changes in the data collection processes:

From the 31 December 2019 to the 21 March 2020, WHO collected the numbers of confirmed COVID-19 cases and deaths through official communications under the International Health Regulations (IHR, 2005), complemented by monitoring the official ministries of health websites and social media accounts. Since 22 March 2020, global data are compiled through WHO region-specific dashboards (see links below), and/or aggregate count data reported to WHO headquarters daily.

Although WHO data contain information on COVID-19-related deaths and cases, in this work, we focused on confirmed COVID-19 cases. We expected COVID-19 case counts to provide a more robust database for analyses of reporting behaviours due to the following reasons: COVID-19-related deaths occur less frequently (compared with COVID-19 case counts), they occur with a delay of days to weeks after infection (and consequently lag behind the current epidemic situation) and do face challenges in the attribution of cause of death. Data analyses were stratified by time (day of the week) and location (global, regional and country specific). Reporting behaviour was assessed by investigating two indicators: binary reporting rate and relative reporting behaviour.

**Binary reporting rate**

First, binary reporting rate was defined as the relative reporting frequency per weekday regardless of the number of reported cases, that is, whether reporting occurred or not. The binary reporting rate was calculated over the whole time series if not indicated otherwise. As an example, if a country reported case numbers larger than zero for all Mondays in the period under review, it would get a binary reporting rate of 1 for Mondays. More explicitly, we divided the number of Mondays with reporting in the data set—in this case all Mondays—with the number of all Mondays in the data set. If on Tuesdays, the same country only reported every second week, the country would get a binary reporting rate of 0.5 for Tuesdays. For this example, we assumed an even number of Tuesdays in the time series. Then, reporting every second week is identical with reporting for half of all Tuesdays. Again, being explicit, we divided the number of Tuesdays—in this case half of all Tuesdays—by the number of all Tuesdays. Thus, we obtained a value of 0.5 in this example. This process was repeated for all weekdays.

Subsequently, we compared the binary reporting rate with the 7-day incidence rate per weekday and WHO region to identify a possible association between high case numbers and high reporting rates. Seven-day incidence rates aggregated per region were calculated as the mean incidence per weekday over all countries of this region. Analogously, the binary reporting rate was aggregated by calculating the binary reporting rate per weekday per country first. Thereupon, the mean binary reporting rate per weekday was calculated for all countries of this region.

Finally, we performed spectral clustering—a multivariate statistics method—that clusters similar binary reporting rates to reduce all country-specific binary reporting rates to a limited number of clusters.

**Reporting score**

Based on observations in the data that in part showed diverging incidences and binary reporting rate (online supplemental appendix 1), we developed a score to quantify the discrepancy between reporting rate and the epidemiological situation. Seven-day incidence rates were scaled to a range between 0 and 1 to make them comparable to the binary reporting rate. We accomplished this by applying a min-max normalisation to the mean incidence per weekday and for each country by using the respective minimum and maximum incidence rates for scaling. Thus, the discrepancy between reporting rate and epidemic situation can be quantified as the difference...
between the mean binary reporting rate and the mean 7-day incidence rates within a country. In consequence, scores close to 1 indicate a high reporting rate and a comparably small incidence. This could be observed in countries that reported very frequently even if the number of new cases was small. We assumed that most countries with values close or equal to 1 have a successful COVID-19 response and a ‘high probability of a high reporting diligence’. Values below 0 indicated insufficient reporting frequencies given relatively high incidences. These cases might indicate a strong reporting delay or other difficulties in reporting and represented countries with a ‘low probability of a high reporting diligence’. A reporting score equal or close to 0 can be observed, that is, when the binary reporting score matches the scaled incidence of a country. Such scores may be interpreted as ‘medium probability of a high reporting diligence’ that needs closer examination only with medium priority. If incidences were generally high among countries, a higher binary reporting rate would be needed to achieve a score of 0 and vice versa. We call this measure the reporting score. Thus, the reporting score was defined as country-specific measure within the range of −1 and +1 that is based on the normalised means of 7-day incidence rates and binary reporting rates. Values close or equal to 1 are interpreted as the optimum while low reporting rates might require closer examinations with medium (reporting scores equal or close to 0) or high priority (negative reporting scores). However, very high reporting rates might also be an indicator of false reporting (please see limitations for more details).

The reporting score in countries with no/few COVID-19 cases will be close to 0 as the binary reporting by definition will be close to 0 in this scenario. When excluding false reporting of no cases, countries reporting no or small numbers of cases should also be able to receive a perfect reporting score as there are no problems with reporting. For such countries, we applied an imputation on the reporting rate. If a country reported less than seven cases per week, which is the minimum number of cases to theoretically achieve a perfect binary reporting score, it could never obtain a perfect reporting score although it might be reporting reliably. In this case, we imputed one single new case on days where actually no new case was reported. We did this $n$ times per week and country max $\left\{0, 7 - \sum_{i=1}^{7} e_i \right\}$ and $e$ is the number of cases, $w$ is the week and $i$ is the weekday. Assuming, for example, a country that reported only two cases on a Monday and no cases during the rest of the week would get five imputations for this week, for example, from Tuesday to Saturday. A country that exceeds seven cases in sum for a week gets no imputation for this week. This imputation was applied for 32 (mostly very small) countries. We tested the success of the imputation by correlating the population size (log) and reporting score with a Spearman rank test.

### Table 1: Listing of all introduced metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric name</th>
<th>Definition (per country)</th>
<th>Imputed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary reporting rate</td>
<td>Relative frequency in which more than zero cases were reported stratified by weekday.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative reporting behaviour</td>
<td>Proportion of reported cases per weekday by the sum of cases per week.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting score</td>
<td>Difference between binary reporting rate and 7-day incidence rate over 1 week.</td>
<td>Imputed for weeks with less than seven newly reported cases.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table lists all introduced metrics by name together with their definition when applied to a single country and the information if the metric involves imputation and how this imputation was applied.

### Relative reporting behaviour

For the relative reporting behaviour, the fraction of cases reported each weekday was divided by the sum of all cases reported in the same week. For example, if a country reported 70 new cases in week 1 and 10 new cases each day in this week, the relative statistic of this country in week 1 is 1/7 for each day. These analyses were also made on global, regional and country levels. While the binary reporting rate helps us spotting reporting gaps, relative reporting behaviour helps us detecting reporting lags. A typical reporting lag occurs after the weekend and could, for example, make Tuesday the day with the highest number of newly reported cases per week but only due to a logistical and not an epidemiological phenomenon which is made visible by the relative reporting behaviour.

All scores introduced in this section are summarised in table 1.

### Simulations of reporting delays to illustrate adverse effects

To motivate our scores and show adverse effects of delayed reporting, we produced several scenarios with simulated reporting delays using the WHO COVID-19 data set of this work.26 Delayed reporting decreases timeliness which is an important data quality property and particularly important for COVID-19.27 36

The impact of the delay in our scenarios is measured by the relative difference between the reported case counts from the actual, non-delayed case counts. The higher their difference, the worse the impact of the delay. We picked three 14-day-long time series from the data set with low, medium and high numbers of reported cases. Details of this method are described in the online supplemental methods appendix.

### Patient and public involvement

Patients or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of our research.
RESULTS

WHO data from 3 January 2020 until 14 June 2021 include COVID-19 cases and deaths reported by 236 countries, territories or areas. For our analyses, we removed the following countries due to lack of reporting: American Samoa; Cook Islands; Kiribati; Democratic People’s Republic of Korea; Federated States of Micronesia; Nauru; Niue; Palau; Pitcairn; Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha; Tokelau; Tonga; Turkmenistan; and Tuvalu. This selection resulted in 222 countries, territories or areas eligible for our analyses.

Global

The global binary reporting rate stratified by weekdays showed a higher reporting rate during the middle of the week and lower rates at the beginning and the end of the week (online supplemental appendix 2). This pattern is also visible when we stratify for region or country. You can find an analysis on the binary reporting rate per weekday and WHO region in online supplemental appendix 3.

Binary reporting behaviour

Table 2 shows a comparison of the binary reporting rate and the 7-day incidence rates (number of cases reported in the last 7 days per 100,000 inhabitants) per region.

The comparison of the mean incidence rates and binary reporting rates within one region showed that a low incidence rate does not always match with low reporting rates and vice versa (table 2). The WHO region Americas, for instance, had the second lowest reporting rate while reporting the second highest incidence rates at the same time.

Country level

According to the score system we developed to quantify the discrepancy between reporting rate and outbreak situation, only few countries exhibit a negative value (indicating insufficient reporting). Median reporting score for all countries included was 0.71 (IQR 0.55–0.87). The minimum reporting score was −0.17, while the maximum reporting score was 1.0 (figure 1).

When excluding states with less than 500,000 inhabitants and an area less than 1000 km² which usually are islands with an advantage in mitigating the import of COVID-19 cases, we identified the highest scores for China (0.98), Tajikistan (0.97) and Egypt (0.97). The highest scores were interpreted as ‘high probability of high reporting diligence’ in most cases that required closer examination with only low priority. Even the lowest scores found in Montenegro (0.11), Czechia (0.13) and Slovenia (0.29) were in the positive range. These low positive scores might be interpreted as ‘medium probability of high reporting diligence’ that required closer examination with only medium priority.

A correlation of the population size and reporting score on the country level can be found in online supplemental appendix 4. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient for all countries is 0.28. To identify the outstanding patterns in a country’s reporting behaviour, we applied spectral clustering to all 222 country/area-specific binary reporting rates and mapped them to six clusters (figure 2).

Figure 2 shows the following clusters: high constant reporting (cluster A; eg, Canada, Algeria and Nigeria), very low and sparse reporting (cluster B; eg, Greenland and Tanzania), lower constant reporting (cluster C; eg, Gibraltar and Cambodia), middle constant reporting with slight increases during the middle of the week (cluster D; eg, Iceland and Viet Nam), low reporting with slight increases during the middle of the week (cluster E; eg, Nicaragua and Congo) and few countries that rarely
report on Mondays or Sundays (cluster F; eg, Gabon, Norway and French Guiana).

In figure 2, clusters A and D showed a continuously high reporting rate while clusters B and C showed a constantly low reporting rate. Cluster F showed a mixed result. Therefore, we conducted another country-level analysis by counting the number of weekdays with a binary reporting rate below 50% (see online supplemental appendix 5). Using this count, we created a histogram visualising that most countries (n=137) have zero weekdays with a binary reporting rate below 50%. Interestingly, the second most frequent group of countries had a binary reporting rate of less than 50% for all weekdays (n=49). Consequently, 186 of 222 (84%) countries can be classified by only two groups as opposed to the clustering approach which used six clusters. The binary reporting rate tends to gravitate around the opposing extremes of the binary reporting behaviour.

This clustering result can be used in addition to the reporting score to identify countries with irregular reporting.

Our scenarios showed that currently observed case counts may be much higher or lower if reporting was delayed. The higher the deviation from the actual case counts, the larger the total number of cases and the longer the reporting delay. For the 25% quantile of reported cases within 14 days and a simulated reporting delay of 1 day, the deviation mainly ranged at ±100% with peaks close to 250%. If case counts were within the 75% quantile and there were 6 days of reporting delay, the difference from the actual case counts could range from around −300% up to 800% (online supplemental appendix 6). The median deviation decreased by quantile and the number of delayed days since we produced more zeros that caused a negative relative difference. The peaks in the 25% and 50% quantiles were higher because reporting in these quantiles was more regular than in the time series of the 75% quantile (online supplemental appendix 7).

Relative reporting behaviour

Global

The mean proportion of cases reported per week stratified by weekdays showed higher case numbers reported in the middle of the week and lower numbers reported at the beginning and the end of the week (see online supplemental appendix 8). This pattern matches the binary reporting rate that also found reporting gaps in the time from Sunday to Tuesday to occur most frequently. The analysis per WHO region can be found in online supplemental appendix 9.

We applied spectral clustering to identify patterns in relative reporting behaviour of 214 countries (figure 3).

Eight countries could not be included due to non-finite values for their relative reporting behaviour score. The majority of countries (n=135 countries) can be assigned to cluster A showing a straight line with a very modest increase in case counts in the middle of the week (Wednesday and Thursday).

The second largest cluster (cluster C, n=37) showed small peaks on Mondays and Wednesdays. This could be observed for several countries in Africa (eg, Botswana, Eritrea), America (eg, French Guiana, Dominica) but also Europe including Norway, Switzerland and Bulgaria. This clustering analysis helps identifying countries which are biased towards reporting a majority of their new cases on certain weekdays only. The smallest cluster (cluster E, n=5) showed a strong bias towards reporting cases on Sundays including countries like Nicaragua and Benin.

Sensitivity analyses

We conducted sensitivity analyses to evaluate the appropriateness of our imputation. Therefore, we plotted...
the distribution of the reporting score without imputation (online supplemental appendix 10), as well as data entries being removed if they would have been subject to imputation (online supplemental appendix 11). Our results confirmed the appropriateness of our imputation method.

Plotting the global binary reporting rate over time shows a low reporting rate that quickly increased around March 2020. The peak was reached in April 2020 suggesting a reliable reporting behaviour. A small decline over New Year's Day could be observed (online supplemental appendix 12). The great improvement of the reporting behaviour overlaps with the worldwide average 7-day incidence that also started to grow noticeable around March 2020 (online supplemental appendix 13). However, performing sensitivity analyses by excluding early data (January to March 2020) for calculation of country-specific reporting scores did not change our main findings (online supplemental appendix 14).

**DISCUSSION**

Our analyses showed that even though reporting behaviour of COVID-19 case counts by WHO member states was diverse, the majority of countries reported COVID-19 cases reliably and timely. Further, we developed a score system of reporting behaviour by country to support better informed political decisions. The median reporting score that can have a value between −1 and +1 was 0.71 for all countries. This median score suggests a relatively high consistency of incidences and binary reporting rates in many countries. The vast majority of countries showed constant reporting behaviour with a slight increase in case notifications during the middle of the week according to the patterns of the binary reporting rate. The relative reporting behaviour showed that a few countries report large numbers of cases on only a few days during the week.

**Strengths and limitations**

To our knowledge, this study used a new approach for analysing reporting behaviour of countries based on daily COVID-19 case counts submitted to WHO. This analysis is easy to replicate, no strong computational resources are required and only publicly available data and open-source software libraries were used. Our results were stable in all sensitivity analyses.

However, some limitations generally apply to analyses of public health data across countries with different resources and policies. These limitations were not identified by this work and continue to exist even with the results of the metrics introduced here. WHO reports these limitations in detail in the data source explanation. First, these data underlie a variety of limitations including case detection, definitions, testing strategies, reporting practice and lag times (eg, time to case notification and time to reporting of deaths) that may differ between countries, territories and areas. Second, processing time by WHO or retrospective corrections to data sets may have an impact on timeliness and accuracy of global case counts. These factors, among others, may influence the counts leading to an underestimation or overestimation of true case and death counts. Thus, interpretation of data is difficult and needs to be performed carefully. According to WHO, COVID-19 counts primarily represent laboratory-confirmed cases and deaths as defined by WHO case definitions. However, some differences may exist due to local adaptations. Difficulties and obstacles in interpreting and comparing COVID-19 case counts within and between countries have been discussed since the early phase of the pandemic. Differences may occur due to regional and country-specific variations in testing capabilities, testing policies, case definitions and preparedness.
consequence, it remains essential to consider additional indicators including testing rates, testing positivity, case fatality rates, hospitalisation, intensive care unit capacities and qualitative reports, for example, provided by embassies to gain a comprehensive picture of the COVID-19 situation in each individual country. Third, we developed a score to evaluate the quality of reporting behaviour by country. A score close to 1 indicated a ‘high probability of high reporting diligence’, while negative scores suggested a ‘low probability of high reporting diligence’ by the respective countries. However, this score system is a simplification and underlies limitations. Thus, interpretation of the country-specific scores must be done with caution. High scores should not be automatically interpreted as ‘good reporting behaviour’, while low scores do not automatically represent ‘poor reporting’. In this study, we interpret the frequency of reporting as a surrogate for accuracy and reliability of data. We used this assumption as a consequence of our calculated scenarios, existing literature and our experiences as epidemiological advisers for political ad hoc decisions during the COVID-19 pandemic. Even if the pandemic situation was steady and case counts were low, most countries did report at least some single cases of COVID-19. However, for a few exceptions, this assumption might be incorrect. Less frequent reporting could also be an indicator of high data quality, as counts might be very thoroughly validated before reporting. Some countries or regions, in particular small island states, may in fact have no cases. Further, false reporting cannot be considered by our score system, but must be factored in for a comprehensive interpretation. Thus, high scores could also be achieved by consciously false reporting that we would not detect by our approach. However, we consider those as exceptional cases that need careful interpretation in the political context.

Patterns for binary reporting rate and relative reporting behaviour suggest that most countries reported more frequently and higher counts during the middle of the week. This might reflect structures of workweeks and working routines from Monday to Friday of general practitioners, laboratories, health authorities and public health institutes applied by most countries (‘weekend effect’). In July 2021, WHO discontinued updating daily counts of COVID-19-confirmed cases and deaths on the dashboard at the weekend. The term ‘weekend effect’ has been described as a suspected epidemiological effect causing substandard care during weekends due to higher workload and lower capacities of the healthcare system compared with weekdays. A ‘weekend effect’ has been described for other medical areas such as provision of emergency surgery or appropriate antibiotic prescription. Higher reporting of COVID-19 case counts from Tuesday to Friday and day of week fluctuations have also been reported by regional studies and were attributed to temporal changes in laboratory testing and use of healthcare facilities as well as reporting delays. Thus, for frequently repeated decision processes like ad hoc travel restrictions, it seems to be reasonable to use case counts reported in the middle of the week for ad hoc political decision-making to avoid underestimation of case counts. Some countries, however, showed extreme reporting behaviour such as reporting only once a week or reporting the majority of cases by the end of the week. Data from countries with extreme reporting behaviour must be interpreted with additional caution. Identifying them may be easier with our proposed metrics.

**Conclusion**

Global reporting behaviour of COVID-19 case counts by WHO member states was diverse, but the majority of countries reported COVID-19 cases when they did have cases to report. Furthermore, our clustering approach identified a ‘weekend effect’ suggesting COVID-19 case counts reported by WHO from the middle of the week being more reliable for advising political ad hoc decisions. Spectral clustering identified a few countries with unusual or irregular reporting that should be interpreted especially carefully. In consequence, elaborate manual review of WHO data time series and additional information could be restricted to countries with a ‘low probability of high reporting diligence’ and/or affiliation to certain clusters. However, our scores and cluster analyses should be applied keeping in mind its limitations. They do not replace thorough analyses of quantitative and qualitative indicators of the COVID-19 situation in each country for an informed decision-making.

**Implication for epidemiologists advising policy makers**

We developed a score system of WHO reporting behaviour that might be a helpful tool for infection control experts and epidemiologists advising policy makers. It may help them to consider country-specific reporting behaviours in political ad hoc decisions based on WHO data including designation of travel risk areas. The slight ‘weekend effect’ suggests that epidemiologists should prefer using COVID-19 case counts reported by WHO from the middle of the week, if possible, for advising political ad hoc decisions.

For the current and future pandemics, we need a robust system of epidemic intelligence to timely collect, share and analyse data at the regional, national and international levels for better informed political decisions. In September 2021, the first WHO hub for pandemic and epidemic intelligence was inaugurated in Berlin, Germany to achieve this ambitious goal. The WHO hub aims to create a collaborative, interdisciplinary environment and may become the foundation for ‘better data, better analytics and better decisions’ for its 193 member states. Successful pandemic management requires appropriate governance, but especially the willingness of countries to cooperate, share data and knowledge as well as centralising information. Finding ways to overcome these barriers will be a big challenge of our future.
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